ABSTRACT Motivation: In detection of non-coding RNAs, it is often necessary to identify the secondary structure motifs from a set of putative RNA sequences. Most of the existing algorithms aim to provide the best motif or few good motifs, but biologists often need to inspect all the possible motifs thoroughly. Results: Our method RNAmine employs a graph theoretic representation of RNA sequences and detects all the possible motifs exhaustively using a graph mining algorithm. The motif detection problem boils down to finding frequently appearing patterns in a set of directed and labeled graphs. In the tasks of common secondary structure prediction and local motif detection from long sequences, our method performed favorably both in accuracy and in efficiency with the state-of-the-art methods such as CMFinder. Availability: The software is available upon request. Contact: hamada-michiaki@aist.go.jp Supplementary information: Visit the following URL for Supplementary information, software availability and the information about the web server: http://www.ncrna.org/RNAMINE/
INTRODUCTION
Recently, it has been revealed that many RNAs, which have not been translated into proteins, play essential roles at various biological stages. Those RNAs are called functional RNAs or non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) and are now attracting remarkable attention. Computational and experimental screenings have predicted a number of ncRNAs (e.g. Dane et al., 2006; Washietl et al., 2005; Numata et al., 2003) , but only few of those RNAs are classified, because their functions are still unknown.
When a set of unaligned sequences of putative RNAs is provided without further information, we have to choose an appropriate analysis tool based on the homogeneity of the sequences. In this paper, we use the term homogeneity for both similarity of the sequences and that of the secondary structures. If the RNA sequences are highly homogeneous, they are evolutionarily related and share the unique common structure. In that case, the common structure can be predicted by RNAalifold (Hofacker et al., 2002) or comRNA (Ji et al., 2004) , for example. Once the common structure has been determined, it can be used for a genome-wide scan by, e.g., Infernal (Eddy and Durbin, 1994) , RNAmotif (Macke et al., 2001) or PHMMTS (Sakakibara, 2003) .
The problem becomes more difficult when the homogeneity is low. In some cases, only the subset of the given sequences shares the common structure. In some cases, there are an unknown number of the clusters with different common structures. In order to analyze the sequences with low homogeneity, it is necessary to detect the secondary structure motifs shared by a significant fraction of the sequences, not by all. In order to find multiple motifs, it is possible to use a mixture of the probabilistic motif models (Blekas et al., 2003) and train it using the EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) , which is an algorithm for finding the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters in the probabilistic models. However, that approach inevitably suffers from local minima problems, i.e. the solution is not guaranteed to converge to the global optimum. In this paper, we propose a new method based on a graph mining algorithm in order to detect the motifs shared by a subset of the given RNA sequences. Our method is also applicable to the set of sequences from multiple families, and is able to find the multiple motifs. CMfinder (Yao et al., 2005) does not assume that all the sequences have a common secondary structure, but are unable to find multiple motifs of the sequences from different families.
In this paper, an RNA sequence with its potential secondary structure is represented as a directed labeled graph, called a stem graph, each of whose node corresponds to a stem candidate. We employ graph mining algorithms, where highly probable motifs are exhaustively enumerated using the branch-and-bound algorithm over the well-designed data structures. Graph mining is a recently emerging subfield of data mining and a suite of algorithms are proposed recently [e.g. FSSM (Huan et al., 2003) , AGM (Inokuchi et al., 2000 (Inokuchi et al., , 2003 , gSpan (Yan and Han, 2002) ]. Unlike the RNA graph proposed by Gan et al. (2003) , it is not required that the secondary structure of each sequence is known in our algorithm. The nodes are made from the putative stems derived by thresholding McCaskill's base pairing probability matrix (Mathews, 2004) . Therefore, the stem graph can take into account all the possible secondary structures. A discrete label is assigned to each node such that the similar stem candidates share the common label. The labels are determined by a hierarchically clustering of all the stem candidates in the database. All the subgraphs appearing in at least m stem graphs, called stem patterns, are exhaustively enumerated. For the total number of graphs n, the fraction m/n is called minimum support. This parameter explicitly specifies the homogeneity of the sequence set. By setting minimum support to 0.9, e.g. we can enumerate all the stem patterns included in at least 90% of the sequences.
We developed a new graph mining algorithm by expanding gSpan (Yah and Han, 2002) , because it turned out that conventional graph mining algorithms are too restrictive for our purpose. One problem is that patterns are identified based on the exact match of labels. In order to allow approximate label match, we introduce a taxonomy of the labels, which essentially describe the similarity of the labels. Furthermore, we exploited graph-theoretical properties of our RNA graphs to increase efficiency and reduce redundant solutions.
In the experiments, our algorithm will be applied to three different tasks. The first task is to predict the common secondary structure of every seed sequence in the specific Rfam (Griffiths Jones et al., 2005) families (Section 3.1). Since the sequence set is derived from a single family, the homogeneity is considered to be high. However, we will show that the accuracy of the prediction can be improved by exploiting multiple clusters in a family. The second task is to find two Rfam families in a mixed set of the sequences, where the minimum support is set to a small value (Section 3.2). Finally, a short motif will be found from a set of long RNA sequences (Section 3.3).
METHODS
Our main task is to find the frequent stem patterns from a database of sequences with unknown secondary structures. A core idea is to represent an RNA sequence as a new data structure called stem graph. By the conversion of the sequences to the stem graphs, our task will be formulated as a mathematically well-defined problem. A motif is defined as a stem pattern in a graph-theoretic manner.
Stem graphs and stem patterns
Let us begin with the stem graph of a sequence whose secondary structure is known. The known secondary structure of RNA can be represented by the set of stems in the structure. In a stem graph, a node corresponds to a stem and an edge between two nodes describes the relative position of the two corresponding stems (Fig. 1, left) . Each node is indexed by the three-tuple (S, d, p) , where S is the stem sequence, d is the distance in nucleotide between 5 0 and 3 0 strands of the stem and p is the left-most position of the stem in the original RNA sequence. Each edge has a label P (Parallel), N (Nested) or K (Pseudoknotted) according to the relative position [ Fig. 2 left. See also Tabei et al (2006) ]. An important feature is that when the secondary structure is known, the corresponding stem graph forms a complete graph (i.e. clique), since one of the three relations always applies to any pair of stems.
When the secondary structure is unknown, a stem graph is defined on the stem candidates, not on the confirmed stems as their nodes. The stem candidates are derived from the base pairing probability matrix calculated by McCaskill's algorithm (McCaskill, 1990 ) using the Vienna RNA package (Hofacker et al., 1994) . The (i, j) value of this matrix represents the probability of the i-th nucleotide and the j-th nucleotide forming a base pair. Consecutive base pairs whose probability are more than p min are identified as the part of the stem candidates, and the stem candidates shorter than l min are discarded. The node index is expanded as (S, d, p, r) , where r is the confidence of the stem, calculated as the average of base pairing probabilities. The stem graph made from a sequence is usually not complete, because there may be overlapping stems (Fig. 2, right) .
Since the node index has a complex form and not amenable to graph mining, it is translated into a set of discrete labels in the following way. The nodes of all the stem graphs are clustered and organized as a label taxonomy. First, a dendrogram is generated by the hierarchical clustering of the nodes (i.e. stem candidates) from all the stem graphs using the indices (S, d, p, r) (Fig. 3, left) , where the measure of dissimilarity will be presented in Section 2.2. Then, it is sliced to layers by the given dissimilarity thresholds. Then we generate a label for each cluster in each layer, and the resulting tree of labels is called the label taxonomy (Fig. 3, right) .
A stem pattern is represented as a directed labeled and clique graph where node labels are taken from arbitrary layers of the label taxonomy, and the edge label is either P, N or K. A stem pattern P matches to a directed graph G, if they have the same topology and the same edge labels, and every node label in P is an ancestor in the label taxonomy of the label of the corresponding node in G.
If a stem pattern finds matching subgraphs in some of the stem graphs, the corresponding RNA sequences share the partial common structure that are represented by the stem pattern.
Dissimilarity of stems
We define the dissimilarity between two stems S 1 and S 2 as the weighted sum of the four components, RNAmine: frequent stem pattern miner for RNA where w i is the weight satisfying P i¼1‚ 2‚ 3‚ 4 w i ¼ 1. The first component accounts for the sequence similarity,
where SW(S 1 , S 2 ) is the score of the local alignment of the base pairs using RIBOSUM85-60 substitution matrix (Klein and Eddy, 2003) . The confidence score of a stem r(S) is calculated as the average of the base pairing probabilities. Based on those scores, the second component is derived as
Finally, the third and forth component are respectively computed as
Þ‚pðS 2 ÞÞ using the loop distance (the distance between inner most base pairs) d(S) and the start position (the position of leftmost base) of the stem p(S). For the purpose of finding the local motifs from long sequences, w 4 should be set to zero in order to disregard the absolute positions. See Ji et al. (2004) and Tabei et al. (2006) for the alternative (dis)similarity measures.
Graph mining with label taxonomy
In obtaining the stem patterns, we take a graph mining approach, where a set of constraints is determined first, and all the stem patterns satisfying the constraints are exhaustively enumerated. It is clearly different from other approaches that aim to obtain the best stem pattern. We set up the following three constraints. The first is to require that the stem pattern finds hits in at least m stem graphs, because it is meaningless to obtain a stem pattern with no match. Denote by support(P) the fraction of stem graphs that includes the pattern P. Then, the first constraint is written as support(P) ! m/n, where m/n is called the minimum support (minsup) later on. The second is that the stem pattern is constrained to be a clique to avoid overlapping stems. The third constraint is about the generality of the stem pattern. If many labels in the stem pattern are chosen from a higher layer of the taxonomy, the pattern is so general that the number of hits (i.e. subgraphs which matches to that pattern) is too large. To let the hits of the pattern form a meaningful RNA family, they have to be similar to each other. To encourage the use of the labels from low layers, the cost of a label is defined as an increasing function of the layer height. For a stem pattern P, the cost cost(P) is defined as the average cost of the labels of all its nodes. As the third constraint, we require cost(P) below a threshold, called the maximum cost (maxcost). In summary, our task is formulated as below. FORMULATION 1. Given a set of stem graphs, a label taxonomy, a minimum support minsup and a maximum cost maxcost, completely enumerate every stem pattern P that satisfies the following conditions:
(1) support(P) ! minsup.
(2) P is a clique.
Comprehensive enumeration of all the subgraphs in a graph database is a well-studied subject in computer science. We have built our algorithm as an extension of a basic comprehensive algorithm called gspan (Yan and Han, 2002) . Gspan is basically a branch-and-bound algorithm over a DFS code tree 1 (Fig. 4) . Each node of the tree is a DFS code which is a string representation of a graph. The tree is organized such that the child nodes represent the supergraphs of the parent node. The graphs in the database are enumerated by starting from the root node and expanding the tree by generating new child nodes. Yan and Han (2002) proposed an efficient way of generating the tree whose nodes enumerate the set of all the subgraphs of the original graph without redundancy.
In our problem, the stem patterns are defined as the subgraphs of the stem graphs satisfying the constraints. To impose the constraints, we focus on the following properties of the DFS code tree 2 . If the subgraph P 1 lies in the upstream of P 2 , then (a) support(p 1 ) ! support(P 2 ), (b) cost(P 1 ) cost(P 2 ) if P 1 and P 2 are cliques.
In our algorithm, the generation of the DFS code tree is restricted by exploiting those properties. For example, if a clique P whose support is below minsup or cost is above maxcost is found in the DFS code tree, we do not generate the downstream of P (i.e. tree pruning). Non-clique stem patterns are enumerated as well, but only the cliques are selected as the final solution. In comparison with the comprehensive enumeration, this restriction improves the efficiency and the memory consumption by orders of magnitude. The condition (a) is common in other graph mining methods, but the condition (b) is unique to our algorithm. Pseudocodes of our algorithms are Fig. 4 . Schematic figure of the tree-shaped search space of stem patterns. A child pattern is made by adding one edge to a previous pattern. The vertex labels have a predetermined order governing the extension process (shown as '<'). 
Secondary structure prediction using stem patterns
Given a stem graph, any contained clique gives a consistent secondary structure without overlapping stems. The minimum free energy (MFE) of the corresponding secondary structure of such a clique can be computed by a software like RNAeval in Vienna RNA package (Hofacker et al., 1994) . Using the MFE of the cliques, the secondary structure prediction is done in the following way. Assume that the stem patterns are already obtained from a set of RNA sequences. In predicting the secondary structure of a sequence in the set, we first identify the set of stem patterns that have matching subgraphs. A matching subgraph corresponds to a predicted secondary structure. Notice that one stem pattern can be matched in a several different ways, creating slightly different secondary structures (Fig. 5) . Repeating this procedure through all the stem patterns, the structures of all the sequences are determined. This process gives a number of secondary structures to one sequence, so they are ranked by their MFE (Fig. 5) . whose common secondary structures are available for the seed sequences. We selected eight families whose number of hairpins is more than three. All the families except tRNA are used by Yao et al. (2005) as well. For the families that contain more than 50 seed sequences, we randomly selected 50 sequences. We did not include the sequences with a nucleotide character other than A, C, U, G and T. The dataset is summarized in Table 1 . All experiments are performed using a machine with a 2.4GHz AMD OpteronÔ processor and 20GB memory.
RESULT

Secondary structure prediction
Secondary structure prediction of an individual sequence can be done by free energy minimization using, e.g. RNAfold (Hofacker et al., 1994) . However, when the sequences share a common secondary structure, it is often better to find the common structure and parse each sequence using the common structure. This process can be implemented using the EM algorithm over the covariance model, CMfinder (Yao et al., 2005) and a graph-theoretical method, com-RNA (Ji et al., 2004) . When a multiple alignment of the sequences is given a priori, the secondary structure can be predicted by, e.g. RNAalifold (Hofacker et al. 2002) . Another approach to predict the secondary structure is to derive a number of suboptimal secondary structures for a sequence e.g. Wuchty et al. (1999) .
In this experiment, RNAmine is compared with CMfinder (Yao et al., 2005) , RNAfold (Hofacker et al., 1994) , RNAsubopt (Wuchty et al., 1999) , RNAalifold (Hofacker et al., 2002) and comRNA (Ji et al., 1999) . CMfinder and comRNA exploit the common secondary structure, while RNAfold and RNAsubopt predicts the structure individually. Like RNAmine, RNAsubopt derives a number of multiple possible structures for a sequence. RNAalifold assumes the multiple alignment, which is made here by clustalW (Thompson et al., 1994) . Those tools are used mostly with the default parameters (See Supplementary information for details). For RNAmine we set minsup and maxcost to be 0.7 and 0.6, and w 1 , w 2 , w 3 and w 4 to be 0.6, 0.15, 0.10 and 0.15, respectively.
We used the MCC (Mathews Correlation Coefficient), defined in Section 3 in Supplementary information, as the performance measure. The average MCCs are summarized in Table 1 and the running  times are shown in Table 2 . see sensitivity and PPV for each family in Supplementary information (Table S1 and S2). The number of predicted structures per sequence is also shown for RNAsubopt. RNAmine performed better than RNAfold, RNAsubopt and com-RNA in most cases. The accuracies of RNAfold are not better than those of the other methods, showing the difficulty of predictions from individual sequences. The results of RNAalifold in Table 1 have limited accuracies because the alignments of clustalW were used. When the reference alignments that had been annotated in Rfam database were used, the results were much better (see Supplementary Table S3 ). RNAsubopt performed relatively well, but it is owing to the large number of predictions ($120 in maximum and 44 in average). In comparison to CMfinder, RNAmine achieved comparative accuracy overall, and for several families such as Lysine and RFN, RNAmine performed better. The homogeneity of this dataset was relatively high, because the sequence set is derived from one family. This result shows that RNAmine can compete well with the state-of-the-art methods even in those clean datasets. In addition, RNAmine can deal with nonhomogeneous data as shown in the next Section. See Figure 5 Algorithm 1. RNAmine (RS, minsup, maxcost) Input: RS: set of RNA sequences, minsup: minimum support, maxcost: maximum cost Output: PS: stem patterns which satisfy all the conditions in Formulation 1 1: PS¼[ 2: construct directed labeled graphs GS and taxonomy T from RS 3: C initial {P : P is edge size 1, support(P) ! minsup and cost (P) maxcost} 4: sort C initial in DFS lexicographic order 5: for all s 2 C initial do 6: Call GraphMining (s, minsup, maxcost, GS, T, PS) 7: end for 8: return PS Algorithm 2. GraphMining (s, minsup, maxcost, GS, T, PS)
Input: s: current pattern, GS: directed labeled graph set, T: taxonomy of vertex label 1: if support(s) < minsup then return 2: if cost(s)> maxcost then return 3: if s is a non-minimum DFS code then return 4: if s is a clique then store pattern s to PS 5: scan GS once, find every edge e that can be added to s without violating the constraints; insert the found edges into C 6: sort C in the DFS lexicographic order 7: for all s 2 C do 8: Call GraphMining(s, minsup, maxcost, GS, T, PS) 9: end for for example of the actual predicted secondary structures of a sequence in Tymo_tRNA-like family.
It is remarkable that RNAmine was >20 times faster than CMfinder, though the worst-case time complexity of graph mining is theoretically NP-hard (Inokuchi, 2004) . Graph mining is fast when the size of search tree is kept small as in our implementation. Figure 6 shows the best accuracies among top-ranked structures. The accuracy saturates around rank 10, implying that one needs to inspect only top 10 ten structures. Figure 7 illustrates the change of accuracy and computation time against the minimum support parameter. The computational time decreases monotonically as the minimum support increases, because the search tree can be pruned earlier if the minimum support is high. It is interesting to see that the best accuracy is achieved at 0.7, which is much better than the accuracy at 1. Setting the minimum support to 1, a stem pattern matching all the sequences is obtained. However, when the minimum support is below one, multiple stem patterns are obtained, each of which matches to a subset of sequences. This result shows the structure prediction can be enhanced by exploiting hidden clusters in the family.
Dataset with multiple families
In this experiment, our method is applied to the input sequences including multiple RNA families. Six datasets are generated by combining two families in Table 1 into one. We compared proposed method with only RNAfold and RNAsubopt, because the other tools assume that input sequences are related sequences or cannot handle multiple families. For RNAmine, minsup is set to be 0.3 and the other parameter settings are the same as the previous experiments in Table 1 . Table 3 shows our results. In comparison with RNAfold and RNAsubopt, RNAmine has achieved better accuracies uniformly in all the datasets. Moreover, RNAmine indeed detected the two families as the separate stem patterns in most cases (see Supplementary information).
Local motif detection from long RNA sequences
Recently many long (>1000 bases) non-coding RNAs, called mRNA-like ncRNAs, are detected by genome-wide analysis of cDNAs, e.g. Numata et al. (2003) . In this experiment, our algorithm is applied to detect motifs from a family called BIC whose secondary structure motif has already been reported (Tam, 2001) . BIC is a microRNA host gene and T-cell activation early gene (van den Berg et al., 2003) . Our dataset is prepared using Tam's paper and Regulatory non-coding RNAs database (http:// biobases.ibch.poznan.pl/ncRNA/). Our BIC dataset has three sequences (Human, Mouse, Chicken). The average sequence length is 1715 and the average sequence similarity is 53%. In this experiment, we set minsup to be 1.0 because we would like to find the common motifs in all the sequences. Also we set the maximum motif size to 100 for detecting the locally conserved motifs. 3 We selected the stem patterns of maximum size (four in this case) and, among them, the best motif is identified as the one with the minimum cost (Fig. 8) . Magenta, blue and green stems in Figure 8 correspond to the reported stems I, II and V, respectively (Fig. 9 ). This result highlights RNAmine's ability of detecting local motifs from a small dataset.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have developed a novel algorithm for mining stem patterns from RNA sequences by extending graph mining techniques. One of the remarkable points of our approach is that multiple motifs can be found in a set of sequences from multiple RNA families. The homogeneity of given sequences can be explicitly specified by the parameter minsup. The effectiveness of our algorithm was confirmed by comparing with the other secondary structure prediction tools and detecting the local motifs from long RNA sequences. Although the search space has been reduced by adopting a minimum support and a maximum cost of the stem pattern, the worst computational complexity is not polynomial order. Considerably longer computational time is required for longer sequences or larger data sets (see Figure S4 and S5 in Supplementary information). For long sequences, local search version of RNAmine can reduce its computational time by ignoring the remote base pairs that have distances longer than a threshold. The local search can be implemented in RNAmine using local base pairing probabilities in RNAplfold (Bernhart et al., 2006) . Our parameters (e.g. p min ) are optimized manually using small datasets. Automatic optimization of the parameters is one of our future works. Our recommendation of the parameter p min is from 0.001 to 0.01 (0.05 is used in our experiments) and the parameter l min is from 3 to 5 (3 is used in our experiments).
Owing to our graph representation, our method can deal with pseudoknotted structures, unlike CMfinder, RNAalifold and RNAsubopt 4 . The efficiency of our algorithm would be further improved by the following ideas: (1) Constraining the smallest cost of vertex labels for the anchoring effect (Touzet and Perriquet, 2004) . (2) To Avoid enumerating over-generalized patterns (Inokuchi, 2004) . (3) Enumerating only closed patterns (Yan and Han, 2003) . To apply our algorithm to large-scale motifs and cluster detection problems, Table 1 . Solid and dashed lines indicate MCC and time, respectively. We set maxcost to be 0.6. more elaborations might be needed on the scoring method of stem patterns, though a simple scoring scheme performed well in a small dataset in Section 3.3. Fig. 8 . A motif of BIC found by RNAmine. Red, green and magenta stems correspond to the reported stems I, II and V in Figure 9 , respectively. Left number of sequence indicates the start point in mother sequence and right does the end point.
human mouse chicken Fig. 9 . The known secondary structure motifs of BIC reported in Tam (2001) .
